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Like many other pen and paper enthusiasts, I often face tough battles 
against a deceitful adversary, one capable of throwing even the most creative 
of minds into the fog of war for days or even months. The mighty enemy: a 
blank page. And I wonder, how a simple piece of paper can turn into this 
daunting predator that devours all my ideas. Countless times I walked away 
in defeat after too many fruitless hours. 
But I still feel an intense longing to write like I used to, when anything, 
even a paper napkin would fit the purpose to vessel my frenzied stream of 
ideas. Going from one extreme to the other, we have got the “bottleneck 
syndrome”, when the flow of ideas is such that nothing clear emerges. And we 
add the stresses of daily life to the already chaotic situation. As a result, we 
could start noticing that our inability to focus becomes a chronic issue, our 
mind goes all foggy, and we lose all inspiration.  
The romanticized idea of a blissfully exhausted writer typing away till the 
last page, is best left for the cinema. The reality is not as glamorous, and, 
when nothing materializes after a few hours, my advice, based on my humble 
experience, is to take a break. A good walk with your dog for example, might 
be all you need. Resilience is a good quality to have under such circumstances, 
it could define how good you are as a writer. Many say, do not concentrate on 
the problem, focus on finding a solution. As for me, I found that the problem 
became the answer to the essay you are reading now.   
Writer's block can happen at any level. From the most prominent writer 
for whom the stakes are high, or the eleventh-hour agreement frantic 
journalist, to the self-effacing essay writer. They are all well-acquainted with 
the unnerving ticking of the clock while sitting steel-like, in front of a blank 
page. As a university student with so many writing deadlines to fulfil, I often 
find myself in those same shoes, facing an abyss I know quite well. 
Particularly on these days, while enduring lockdown, when I thought I would 
have had plenty of quiet time for productive writing, on the contrary, I run 
out of inspiration and I struggle to find good ideas. Probably the ugly 
aftermath of a future that seems to be like an empty canvas, one that nobody 
dares to foresee. So, if life gives you lemons, well, just make lemonade, or 
write about it. 
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